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1 Articles in Refereed Journals

1.1 Financial Institutions, Monetary Policy and Real Macroeconomics

Banking-on-the-average Rules, CESifo Economic Studies 65(2), 2019, 131–153 (with Volker Hahn).


Forward Guidance Contracts, Macroeconomic Dynamics, 2019 forthcoming (with Volker Hahn and Yulin Liu).


On the Global Supply of Basic Research, Journal of Monetary Economics 75(C), 2015, 123–137 (with Maik T. Schneider).


Monetary Policy Inclinations, *Journal of Money, Credit, and Banking* 43(8), 2011, 1707–1717 (with Volker Hahn).


Information Content of Wages and Monetary Policy, *Journal of Money, Credit and Banking* 39(1), 2007, 133–149 (with Volker Hahn).


1.2 Social Choice and Political Economy


1.3 Microeconomics


## 2 Interdisciplinary


## 3 Research Reports


The Long-run Economic Costs of AIDS: With Application to South Africa; World Bank, 2003 (with S. Devarajan and C. Bell).

Reaching Higher Productivity Growth in France and Germany, McKinsey Global Institute, 2002 (with Olivier Blanchard, Martin Baily, Jean Tirole and Monika Schnitzer).

Micro-Foundation for International Production Comparisons, Research Memorandum No. 572 (GD-11), 1994, Groningen Growth and Development Centre (with Bart van Ark).

4 Monographs, Contributions in Collected Works and Reports


### 5 Journal Articles for Wider Audiences


6 Business


7 Book Reviews


8 Columns for Wider Audiences

• www.voxeu.org,

• www.oekonomenstimme.org,

• and various newspaper articles.